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Abstract

We look at fM(p), the probability that a random matroid (generated by a bernoulli

measure on its ground set) is 2-connected. Upper and lower bounds on this value

are proven in terms of the number of circuits and dependent sets of the matroid.

Another inequality is presented for the case where M is known in terms of connected

components. Some results as regards matroid enumeration are given at the end.

1 Introduction

Several authors have published papers on “Random Matroids”, although each seems to have

his own view on what a random matroid is. Reif and Spirakis [5] were concerned with

the probability of a structure being a matroid. Alternatively, Knuths’ paper [1] exhibited

an algorithm to generate all possible matroids, the random element enters in the choice

of including sets at stages during the algorithm. The random matroid we look at was

introduced by Lomonosov [3] and recently the subject of futher research by Kordecki [2],

very much analagous to the idea of a random graph. Given a matroid structure, we look at

submatroids of the matroid generated by a bernoulli measure on the ground set.

A matroid M(S, I) is a set S, called the ground set of M, together with a set I which

is a collection of subsets of S, called the independent sets of M, satisfying the following

axioms;
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A non-independent set is called a dependent set, a circuit is a minimal dependent set, a

base is a maximal independent set. Let V denote the set of dependent sets of M, C the

set of circuits, B the set of bases. The rank of A C 3, written pA, is the size of the

largest independent set contained within A. We say that a matroid M(S, I) is 2— connected

(herein connected) if pA + p(S\A) > pS, for all proper A C S. An equivalent, a maybe more

intuitive, condition for connectedness is the statement: connected if every pair of distinct

ground set elements are contained within at least one circuit. The restriction of a matroid

M to a set A is M1A, the submatroid M’(A,IA), where ‘A := {I fl AI E I}. A random

matroid w(M, p) is a submatroid of a matroid M(S, I) such that;

P(w(M,p) = M1A) pL4IqI9HL4

where A C S and q = 1
—

p throughout.

2 Connectedness

The idea of a random structure possessing a certain property is fundamental to the theory

of random structures. Several authors have investigated the property of a random matroid

possessing the same rank as the original matroid. Here we examine the property of connect

edness. Let fM(p) denote the probability that the random matroid w(M,p) is connected,

then;

fM(P) = P(w(M,p) = MA)I{M1Ais connected}

ACS

= pAIqISHIAI J]j 1I{pX + p(A\X) > pA} (1)

ACS XCA

Note that we have; fM(O) = 1, f(O) = 0, f(1) = 0 for all matroids M. If M itself is

connected, then fM(i) = 1, otherwise fM(1) = 0.
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2.1 Upper and lower bounds on fM(p)

Lemma 1 Cmin{pI,qI1} fM(P) < Dmax{pISI,qISI}.

Proof:

For the left inequality, we Notice that if C is a circuit and X C C, pX + p(C\X) C >

pG. So from (1)

fM(P)
= pL4iqISHIAI fJ 1I{pX+p(A\X) > pA}

ACS XcA

> pIAIqISHAi Jlj 1I{pX + p(A\X) > pA}

AeC XCA

= pIqSHL4

AEC

> C min{p,
qSI}

— AeC

= C min{p, qi} (2)

The right inequality is shown in a similar fashion. Let I e I and X C I, then pX+p(I\X) =

p1. This means 1I{pX + p(I\X) > pI} = 0. Thus,

fM(p) =
ASl-lAI fJ 1[{pX + p(A\X) > pA}

ACS XcA

= > pI4iqISH L41 fJ 1I{pX + p(A\X) > pA}

AeV XCA

< pIAIqISHAI

AeD

< Vmax{p,q} (3)

Suppose that the original matroid M is not nescessarily connected, then we may form M

as the unique direct sum of its connected components, M(S,I) = M1(S1) e e Mm(Sm),

where the Sj are pairwise disjoint and each of the matroids M (Si) is connected, see [4]. We

derive an expression for f(p) in this case and examine it.

Theorem 2 If M(S,I) = M1(51)E1 EIMm(Sm) for some m> 1, where the {M} are the

connected components of the matroid M, then;

qIS ( () + ...

+ ()
ISm)

fM(P) q’81( + . .

.

— (m — 1)).
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Proof:

fM(P) =

pIAIqSHI4i

ACS
connected

pIAlqISH
— (m — 1)q

i=1 ACS

=

pIAIqISIHAI
— (m — 1)q

i=1 ACS

= ISIHSI pIAIqISiIHAI
— (m — 1)q

i=1 ACS

= qISIHSiI
— (m —

= q (_-j+.----T—(rn_l)). (4)

Also;

fM(P)
pI%ISIHAI

ACS

MIA connected

= > pL4IqISHIAI

i=1 ACS

MIA connected

> pISiIqL9IHSiI

Islt Isrn
= qISI ( () + + () ). (5)

3 Enumeration

We present some results from looking at enumeration as regards matroids. The exact number

of matroids on a finite set of size ri is unknown but upper and lower bounds are know for it.

A matroid is now defined in terms of its bases, which is to say, maximal independent sets.

It is a consequence of the definition that all these sets are equal in size.

Definition 3 A matroid M is a pair (Sn, B), where B c 2’ which satisfies the axioms;
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(i) Bø

(ii) GivenX,Y e B thenVx e X\Y, y e Y\X such thatX—{x}U{y} e B.

Lemma 4 Let B = {B1, * , Bk} be a basis for a matroid M(S) of rank m. Then for each

pair of bases, B, B, we have that 0 < B\B <k — 2 for all k > 2.

Proof:

Suppose for some B, B3 E B that B\B > k — 2i, then we have that B — x U Yx E B,

Vx e B\B and corresponding Yx E B3\B. Now B — x U Yx B, B3 for any x. So there

are at least B\B sets which must be in B for it to be a matroid. As they are all distinct

we have;

> 2+B\B

> 2 + (k — 2) by hypothesis

=k.

But B = k by definition, thus we have a contradiction and the lemma follows.

Clearly, for k = 1, there will be () matroids with the same structure and so only one

non-isomorphic matroid. For k = 2 we must have that B1 fl B2 = m — 1. This means that

there are () () matroids and so one non-isomorphic matroid. For k = 3 we can apply

Lemma 4. In this case we know that for B = {B1,B2,B3}, that B\B = 1 for all i j.

So A+E=A+D=B+E=C+D=G+F= 1

=A=B=CandD=E=F.WehaveA+D=1. ThusA=OandD=limplies

B1 = HU{x,y}

132 = HU{y,z} (6)

B3 = HU{z,x}.
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for some H c and so 23 is the basis for a matroid.

If A = 1 and D = 0, then we have

B1 = HU{x}

B2 = HU{y} (7)

B3 = HU{z}.

for some H C 5,’) and for which the axioms also hold, hence 23 is the basis for a matroid.

Theorem 5 The are () ([) such matroids M(S, 23) with where m is the cardinality of

the elements in 23, and Z3 = 3, for all n 3 and all 1 <m < n — 1.

Proof: The only structures 13 which are matroids are those mentioned in (1) and (2). In (1)

we m ay choose the elements {x, y, z} in () ways and the set H in
(2)

wa ys, hence there

are a total of () () matroids whose structure is defined in (1). Similarly, the structure

mentioned in (2) can be composed in (‘) () ways b y the same argument. Hence all

matroids with a three element basis are those matroids whose structur es are identical to (1)

and (2), and enumerate to;

(n(n-3 (n(n-3(n(n-2

3)m-2) 3)m-1) -

Corollary 6 There are ()2v_2 matroids on S with a 3-element basis, for all n> 3

Proof: Using the above theorem, we sum over all possible Tn;

= (n)(n-2)

= (n
2n_2.
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